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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new neoclassical transport calculation method for general toroidal

plasmas including quasi-symmetric configurations based on the moment approach with the DKES (Drift

Kinetic Equation Solver) mono-energetic transport coefficients. The Onsager symrnetric matrix,

expressing parallel viscosity and the radial transports in terms of parallel flows and thermodynamic

forces, is obtained from the numerical calculating results of the drift kinetic equation with the pitch angle

scattering operator. And then, the radial transports and parallel flows are derived by combining this

matrix, the friction-flow relation and the parallel momentum balance equations. To demonstrate the

validity and the effectiveness of this method in which the momentum conservation is completely included

and the treatment of multi-ion-species plasmas is easier, we present here how the intrinsic ambipolarity

and the impurity accumulation in an axisymmetric limit, which are predicted by analytic theories, are

obtained in this numerical calculation.
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configurations [7-8], in which the ripple induced non-

ambipolar transport is strongly reduced and becomes

comparable to or smaller than the banana-plateau

transport, the strict treatment of the momentum
conservation is indispensable. Even in conventional

helical devices such as helioffon/torsatron type tori LHD
(Large Helical Device) [9] and CHS (Compact Helical

System) [10], the collisionality of impurity ions with
high-Z values still corresponds to plateau and,/or Pfirsch-

Schlueter regimes and thus the neoclassical transport

calculation including the behavior of the impurities
should satisfy the momentum conservation, This
problem is also important in the interpretation of the
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1. lntroduction
In theoretical studies of the neoclassical transport in

non-symmetric configurations, several numerical
calculation methods based on Monte Carlo methods and/

or drift kinetic equations are developed to treat the

complex magnetic field structures [1-6]. Many of these

methods use the pitch angle scattering collision operator

that does not satisfy the momentum conservation of
binary Coulomb collisions, since the motivation of these

methods is to treat the ripple induced non-ambipolar
transport in low-collision-frequency regimes in
conventional helical configurations where the strict
treatment of the friction forces is not required.

However, in recently proposed quasi-symmetric
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experimental fesults related to plasma flows and radial
electric fiekls measured with the spectroscopic
measurements of impurity ions Il]. Although some
numerical cak;ulation methods using collision operators
conserving the momentum are proposed [12] and are
applied to a;<isymmetric and quasi-symmetric tori
U2,l3l, the tleatment of multi-ion-species plasmas in
these methods seems to be not so easy because of the
increasing conlputation time.

Recently. we are developing a new neoclassical
transport calculation method [14] based on the moment
approach [5] with DKES (Drift Kinetic Equation
Solver) [5-6] mono-energetic transport coefficients. In
this paper, we present some examples of the calculation
results in an irnaginary axisymmetric limit in the quasi-
axisymmetric r;tellarator CHS-qa [16] to demonstrate the
validity and the effectiveness of this method.

2. Outline of the Theory
The DKIIS code [5,6] is one of the numerical

calculation codes developed for the low-collision-
frequency regimes of non-symmetric configurations
based on a linearized drift kinetic equation with the
pitch angle scattering (or Lorentz) collision operator [-
6]. This code calculates the mono-energetic transport
coefficients D11 (radial transports), D13 (bootstrap flow
and Ware pinch) and Dy (parallel viscosity) at a
specified magnetic flux surface (labeled by the
normalize minor radius p =constant) and at a specified
test particle velocity lvl. The energy integrated transport
coefficients 11 given by the integration of these mono-
energetic results with the Maxwellian distribution
function are the elements of the 3 x 3 Onsager matrix
determining the thermodynamic fluxes f", Q" and uu.B

of each particle species a independently from the
thermodynamic forces n"' = dn^/dp, Ti = dTu/dp, e^Q' =
e^dQ/dp and ,:"8.B of the particle species, where the

notation in refs. [5-6] has been followed. This simplified
procedure provides the convenience in calculating the

ripple induced non-ambipolar transport in the low-
collision-freGUenc] regimes of non-symmetric
configurations However, we should note that the origin
of the pitch angle scattering operator is the test particle
portion Cua(f*fau) of the linearized Fokker-Planck
collision operator ll7l CL^(f^) = Iu [C*0f.r,.furu)
+C*(f^u,fi)\ where /"y and f6y1 are the Maxwellian
distribution fu;rctions of test particle species a and field
particle species b, respectively, andf4 and/0, are the

deviations from the Maxwellian for each species.
Neglecting the field particle portion C"o(/*, /61) breaks

the momentum conservation law I"Fu = 0 for the
friction force Fu = ld3vm^vCL"(f,,) which has an
important role in calculating the banana-plateau
transport, the Pfirsch-Schlueter transport, and impurity
behaviors such as the impurity accumulation.

To extend the application of this kind of numerical
calculation codes to the symmetric limit and the high
collisionality limit where the particle diffusion is
intrinsically ambipolar [15], a new interpretation of the
mono-energetic transport coefficients and a procedure to
determine the friction force via the momentum
conservation law are required. The basic idea of our
theory [14] to interpret the mono-energetic transport
coefficients is to separate the test particle velocity
distribution function f1 into two parts; the I = I
Legendre componentf,r(l=l) associated with the parallel
flows and the remaining part gu= f6 - f^r(t=') associated

with the viscosity effects. Since the use of the pitch
angle scattering operator in treating gu is better
approximation than that in treatingf,l from the point of
view of the momentum conservation, so the numerical
calculation results of the drift kinetic equation with the
pitch angle scattering operator can be used to express

the viscosity effects. Then the parallel particle and heat

flows in the.[t{t=t) can be determined by solving the
parallel force balance equations with the viscosity term
given by the drift kinetics. This idea is basically
identical to that in so-called moment approach
developed for tokamaks [5] and the relatively
collisional regimes of non-symmetric configurations

[18-21]. The advantage of our new method is that it has

following features together; (1) the accurate treatments

of 3-dimensional complex magnetic field structures, (2)

the momentum conservation, (3) easiness in expanding
to multi-ion-species problem.

In this theory, the parallel viscosity <B.V'nu>,
<B'V.O"> and the non-ambipolar and banana-plateau
components of radial particle and heat fluxes f]', 4fn
[2ll are expressed in terms of the parallel particle and

heat flows <utfi), <4nB> and the thermodynamic
forces X"1 : -[/n)p^' - e^Q' , Xuz: -Za' as,

(u,,^n) r(a')

fi(o,^n) 
r(n')

X^r

xe

where the all of matrix elements Muj, N^j, Z"; are ob-
tained from the mono-energetic transport coefficients

[(" v 
"")

l(n 
v o,)

14"
I eirr^

[*^,r*lv",N"]
_lM*U*N, Nr 

l-l 
"", ", t^, L*l
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Dn, Dn, D33 given by DKES code as follows (K = m^v]/

2T^).
/."t = ? fr^,, r^rulA^* tuu,l,,

lr^ r"] = ,rf 
r",' ,;1,

lM"M"l lu,) uJ]

lt^r*l = ,rIr",'r;1,
lL"L"l lr. r"'l

dKe-*D rr(K)Ki-'''

In eq. (3), vlrQ is the energy-dependent pitch angle

scattering collision frequency of the test particle a. By

combining these results with parallel force balance

equations <B.V. nu> -nueulBE11) = 1BF11u1), <B'V'O">

= <BFttuz) and the friction-flow relation that expresses

F111 e;nd Frtuzby the linear combinations of u16 and q16

as defined in refs. [15,18-21], we can express the paral-

lel flows <urr&> nd <qrr#> for all particle species a by

the linear combination of the thermodvnamic forces of
all species defined as

All of the combining coefficients are obtained from M^!

and N"f defined in eq. (3) and the classical parallel fric-
tion coefficients /pub defined in ref. [15]. It is noted that

the friction-flow relation with these friction coefficients

satisfies the momentum conservation by the symmetric

relation lilub = llibu and Iu /11ub = 0. By substituting these

flows <u7uB> and <q11uB> into eq. (l), expressions of
the radial transport fluxes fjn and 4|n in terms of ther-

modynamic forces are obtained. These expressions in-
clude completely the Onsager symmetric off-diagonal
terms expressing inter-species interactions via the fric-
tion forces in the following form,

where ./pBS is the bootstrap current, and Qbnu 
: qo"^l (51

2)fb"uTuis the radial energy flux.

3. Numerical Examples
We present here the calculation results in the

"imaginary axisymmetric limit" in CHS-qa [16] to
demonstrate the validity and the effectiveness of this

new method. Figure I shows the mono-energetic

transport coefficients given by DKES code as the

functions of CMUL = v(v)/v and EFIELD = E,/v at

the minor radial position of r/a = 0.5 in CHS-qa (so-

called the '2b32" configuration ). The magnetic field

strength is given to DKES in the expression by the

Fourier expansion B = IB-ncos(m0 - nN() in the

Boozer coordinates (m: poloidal mode, z: toroidal mode

per toroidal period, N: toroidal period number). In the

imaginary axisymmetric limit in which the non-

axisymmetric components (n + 0) of this Fourier

CMUL= y /v [m-1]

Fig. 1 The mono-energetic transport coefficients given
by the DKES code at the minor radial position r/a
= 0.5 of CHS-qa. Open circles O indicate the case
without radial electric fields (E=0) and open
squares D indicate the case with the radial electric
field of E.tv=O.OIf .In the axisymmetric limit indi-
cated by closed circle O where the non-
axisymmetric components of the magnetic field
spectrum B-,ln at 0) are artificially set to be zero,
dependence of the coefficients on the radial elec-
tric fields almost disappears.
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expansion are rrtificially set to be zero, the results ofthe
thermodynamic fluxes should coincide with the theory
of axisymmetr c tori [15], since neoclassical calculations
based on the ,lrift approximation need only magnetic
fields expressed in magnetic flux coordinates and do not
need the geometric shapes of magnetic surfaces.

Figure 2 shows the results on the particle diffusion
in a fully ion zed pure hydrogen plasma without the
parallel electlic field (causing Ware pinch). In the
calculation of the diffusion coefficients shown in Fig.
2(a), (b), the etectron and ion temperatures are assumed

to be Q = 4 = I keV at r/a = 0.5. The diagonal diffusion
coefficients o.'proton Lrl - Lt'r* are strongly reduced
from !j calculated using only Drr (eq. (3)) by adding
the flow term in eq. (1) and become comparable to the

off-diagonal diffusion coefficients Li'u, and Z"i*,

generated fronL D13 and D33 via the flow term in eq. (1),

and to diagonal diffusion coefficients of electron l,"f -
2""11. Therefor.e the dependence of the fluxes on the
radial electric field in the thermodynamic forces is
canceled, thus the well-known intrinsic ambipolarity is
recovered as shown in Fig. 2(c) where the temperature

and density pnrfiles are assumed to be 2", Tr, n"* fl-(r/
a)21 and fl.= 5 x 1018 m-3 at r/a = 0.5. The energy

integrated coeJficients Z;1t calculated from D11 of DKES

including the I'firsch-Schlueter flux cause an error even

in the banana regime. In this axisymmetric limit case, by

replacing Lit by -cBg@oozen/(ey')N..t (indicated in Fig. 2
as "Z1it (D13)'') following the analytic theory of the

banana-plateau transport in axisymmetric limit [14], this

error can be 'emoved. In general, Pfirsch-Schlueter
components in D11 should be removed before the energy

integration in ,:q. (3) for this kind of calculation of the

ambipolarity condition. The consistent treatment of the

Pfirsch-Schlueter transport is a future theme.

Figure 3 shows the results on the particle diffusion
in a fully ionized hydrogen plasma having fully ionized

helium as an impurity. The ion density ratio, the

temperatures irnd electron density are assumed to be

ns],/(ns* + U?i = l}Vo, T" = Tr*ll-\r/a121. T" = 7, = 1

keV and ft" = 5 x 1018 m-3 at r/a = 0.5, and the radial and

parallel electrjc fields are set to be zero. Under these

assumption and the constraint of quasi-neutrality n. =
tr.s+ | 2ns.2+, tre density profiles can be changed using

the density gralient ratio of ions (D lnn !+/dp)/()l1n +1

Ep) as a free p:uameter. Although the diagonal diffusion
coefficients of proton Luj' - Luutv. (hereafter a =H', b =
IJe2*, zu = l, i"t = 2) are strongly increased due to the

interaction wi.-h He2* compared with the pure plasma

case in Fig. 2, the total ion charge diffusion flux Zufu +

l0r5
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Fig. 2 (a) electron particle diffusion coefficients and (b)
ion particle diffusion coefficients in the pure
hydrogen plasma in the axisymmetric limit calcu-
lated with the assumed temperatures of T.= T,= 1

keY at r/a = 0.5. (c) shows the dependence of the
particle diffusion fluxes on the radial electric field
in the axisymmetric limit calculated with the as-
sumed electron density of n, = 5 x 1018 m-3.
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Fig. 3 (a) the diffusion coefficients of proton in a plasma
having fully ionized helium as an impurity of 10Yo

in the axisymmetric limit with the assumed tem-
peratures of T"= T,= 1 kev at r/a = O.5, and the de-
pendence of (b) the particle diffusion fluxes and
(c) ion friction forces balancing with the parallel
viscosity, on the impurity-bulk density gradients
ratio (d lnn'.2,/apl/ la|r'nr-1trp\. The assumed elec-
tron density in (b) and (c) is n = 5 x 1018m'3.

Z,ol,o is almost identical to that in the pure plasma case

since the effective charge is only Z"ir = 1.18. The

ambipolarity condition is automatically attained. In this

calculation, L^! and Z6it do not contain the Pfirsch-

Schlueter component. The strong dependence of the

diffusion of H* and He2* on the density gradient ratio
(d lnnnS*1 6p)/(dlnnr*/ )p) indicates the well-known

impurity accumulation minimizing the parallel friction
forces F7u1, F7761 between bulk ions and impurity ions.

The quasi-steady state condition of the density profile
Z,fu- Zbfb + 0 is attained at the condition of (D lnnt/ 1

dp)/(dlnnt /)P) = Za/Z.

4. Conclusion
A newly developed neoclassical transport

calculation method and its numerical examples in the

axisymmetric limit were presented. The results of
numerical calculation codes based on the linearized drift
kinetic equation with the pitch angle scattering operator

are used to express the parallel viscosity and radial
particle and heat transports in terms of the parallel
particle and heat flows and the thermodynamic forces.

The parallel particle and heat flows are determined by
the parallel force balance equation satisfying the

momentum conservation. It is a powerful method to
calculate the neoclassical flows and transports of multi-
ion-species plasmas in various collisionality regimes in
general toroidal systems including quasi-symmetric

configurations. In this paper, we presented how the

intrinsic ambipolarity and the impurity accumulation in
an axisymmetric limit are obtained, to demonstrate the

validity of this method. Applications for non-symmetric

configurations and actual quasi-symmetric configura-
tions with residual ripples of a few 7o of magnetic field
strength will be reported in future publications.
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